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mustache The Mad gift subscription for $17.95
includes all the contents of a one-month subscription,

plus a mustache for your recipient to put on
throughout the year. Basketball-inspired gift ideas

Basketball-inspired mustache A Mad magazine
subscription includes four photos of your recipient

acting goofy in various basketball outfits. The
average price is $1.19. "He was probably a f*ckin'

bank president back in the day" $1.19-12/year
Orange baseball cap Orange baseball hat Mad offers
a monthly budget-friendly subscription of four photos

of your recipient acting goofy in various baseball
outfits. The average price is $1.19. Skateboard
Skateboard If your man uses a skateboard for

transportation, the Mad gift subscription for $2.39
includes four photos of your recipient acting goofy in

various skateboard outfits. The average price is
$1.19. The Joke Tank $13.95-$39.95 How to shop for:

If this is your first Mad gift subscription, or you're
shopping for a Mad gift subscription for a new
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recipient, this guide is for you. Carefully consider:
Your Mad gift subscription will include only four
photos of your recipient acting goofy in various

holiday outfits. Don't worry if you can't find anything
you like this month; there 6d1f23a050
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